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Introduction
Over the past decade, renewable energy has become an
important player in global energy and development policy,
providing 62% of new power generating capacity (IRENA 2020). Wind energy grew from 13% to 24% of global
renewable energy capacity from 2009 to 2018 (IRENA
2019). To ensure climate protection and sustainable development, the International Renewable Energy Agency
(IRENA) calculates that renewables, including wind, must
grow four times faster than this by 2030 (IRENA 2020).
Supporting political and economic decision-makers
at all levels requires detailed data on the spatial and
temporal resolution of wind resources and siting
conditions. As well as the wind conditions themselves,
the suitability of local environments for exploiting
this resource needs to be considered. Against this
background, this chapter presents an overview of
methodologies for making assessments of wind
resources and extreme winds respectively. This is
accompanied by a general overview and a focus on
studies applied to China, followed by a consideration
of knowledge gaps and the outlook for the future.
Then the non-technical aspects of assessing wind
resources are presented, again presenting the state
of the art and identifying gaps in knowledge. Finally, a
brief summary and outlook for both the technical and
non-technical aspects is provided.

Mapping wind resources
Development of methodologies and applications
In general
In the 1970s and 1980s, the development of wind energy
was rather local and small in scale, mostly occurring in a
few windy European countries, including Denmark. The
methodologies for installing wind turbines were mainly
linked to a number of civil-engineering functions, as in
the case of buildings, bridges and air pollution etc. One
essential methodology for assessing wind resources
has been to use mast measurements in a particular
area or site. The aim of the European Wind Atlas (EWA)
was to establish the meteorological basis for assessing
wind resources in Europe. Along with the publication of
the EWA (e.g. Troen and Petersen 1989), the wind atlas
method was developed as a microscale program for

wind resource assessment, WAsP.1 In making the atlas
with the aid of this program, some two hundred meteorological stations were used all over Europe.
The wind-atlas method became a foundation for the
further development of methodologies, which it still is. It
helped set a standard for reasonable local measurements
for planning new wind-farms. This requirement has accelerated the latest development of measuring techniques,
such as remote sensing LIDAR2 (e.g. Mann et al. 2017). At
the same time, given the rapid expansion of the wind-energy industry, both farms and turbines are growing in
rated capacity and physical size, so that it becomes more
challenging and expensive to collect measurements in
order to cover both the horizontal and high-altitude wind
conditions. Accordingly, numerical modelling is assuming
an increasingly important role in making wind-resource
assessments. Most peer-reviewed methodologies use
both measurements and modelling, their respective roles
varying in different applications.
Methods with a high level of emphasis on the use of
measurements also include those using satellite products (e.g. Badger et al. 2016; Hasager et al. 2020). The
satellite data method is still challenged in some areas by
sample size, resolution and quality at strong wind speeds.
In both onshore and offshore environments, the mainstream method is numerical modelling, assisted by
measurements. Depending on its resolution,3 numerical
modelling can have grid spacing from hundreds to tens
to a few km, down to 1 km scales. In line with the atlas
method, the wind input required for high resolution
modelling around the turbine site has been calculated
from coarser modelled data. One such approach is the
KAMM4/WAsP method (Frank et al. 2001, Badger et
al. 2014). Wind distributions calculated as classes of
speed, direction and stability are first prepared using
long-term, coarse-resolution reanalysis data from
global circulation models (GCM) with a resolution of
100 km. These classes of wind are downscaled to the
mesoscale using KAMM, with a resolution of a few km,

1 www.wasp.dk
2 Light Detection and Ranging
3 Model grid spacing. A grid spacing of 1 km gives a grid size of 1 km x 1 km.
4 Karlsruhe Mesoscale Model, a static mesoscale model.
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before they are further downscaled using microscale
modelling of WAsP with a resolution of tens of meters.
This method has been used to generate atlases of
many regions and countries, including Europe, Egypt,
Finland and part of China, as reported in, for example,
Mortensen et al. (2006), Badger et al. (2010) and Tammelin et al. (2013). With larger and larger computation
facilities becoming available, the dynamical downscaling of global circulation data to a few kilometres has
become possible. In the New European Wind Atlas project, thirty years of weather data have been downscaled
using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
model down to a resolution of 3 km all over Europe (e.g.
Hahmann et al. 2020). Wind climate generated from
this dataset has been used in WAsP to obtain wind-resource estimates at resolutions of a few hundred meters.5 Fig. 1 shows a map of mean wind speeds at 100
m over the globe from the Global Wind Atlas III project,
which was derived from a chain of models, with winds
from the ERA56 reanalysis data (approximately 30 km)
being downscaled to 3 km through WRF modelling and
further downscaled to 250 m using WAsP software.
Besides the atlas method, numerical modelling data
have also been used together with measurements made
in other ways. The WIND Toolkit from Draxl et al. (2015)
combines seven-year high resolution (2 km, 5 min) WRF
model output with site-appropriate turbine power curves
to estimate the power produced at each of the turbine
sites in the US. Using limited in-situ measurements to
‘adjust’ the modelled data constitutes a simplified form
of site-modelling, with similar aims to microscale modelling, except that it is highly empirical. The philosophy is
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to combine the long-term statistics in the modelled data
and the site-specific variability in the measurements. In
Delle Monache et al. (2013), this concept was applied to
assessments of wind resources. Measurements have
also been used to assist in designing more cost-effective long-term simulations. For instance, in Fischereit and
Larsén (2020), about 180 days of data were collected based on tens of sites of measurements over the
southern North Sea that are able to represent thirty-year
climatological statistics of wind and waves. Thus, the
computation cost of performing high-resolution calculations is significantly reduced. The ‘weather classification’
method, as described below for wind resource studies
in China, is another example of decades of data being
condensed into a limited number of days.
In China
In the case of China, there are two aspects to assessing
wind resources. One relates to planning, where maps
of wind resources are used to draw up policies for the
development of wind energy and make preliminary
selections of sites for wind farms. The other aspect is
the development of a coupling technology between
mesoscale models and CFD7 models in designing wind
farms.
In mapping wind resources, the key technical issues
are on the one hand how to improve the spatial and
temporal resolution of the distribution of wind resources, and on the other hand how to calculate the longterm average wind-speed distribution over twenty to
thirty years and related statistical parameters for wind
resources cost-effectively. In order to do this, in 2010
the China Meteorological Administration developed the
Wind Energy Resources Assessment System (Zhu et al.

5 https://globalwindatlas.info
6 The 5th generation of ECMWF’s atmospheric reanalyses of the global
climate.
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7 Computational Fluid Dynamics Model.
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Table 1 Standard assumptions for GIS analysis of available areas for wind development relating to Figure 2.

Slope (%)

Area available in category

Land Use

Area available in category

α≤3

100%

Natural reserve

0%

3<α≤6

50%

Water

0%

6<α≤30

30%

Grassland

80%

>30

0%

Shrub

65%

Forest

20%

Distance to urban area≤3km

0%

Figure 2 Spatial distribution of (a) annual mean wind speeds and (b) exploitable wind energy resources at 100 m above ground across China. .

2010, CMA 2014). A combination of a mesoscale model
with microscale models is used to obtain a refined wind
map showing climatic averages through the numerical
simulation of a limited number of samples. The system is composed of three parts: weather classification,
mesoscale and microscale numerical simulation, and
Geographical Information System (GIS) analysis. In addition, a wind dataset with a resolution of 1 km was created
that represents the long-term climate statistics of wind
resources from 1979 to 2008. Figure 2 shows the spatial
distribution of annual mean wind speeds and exploitable wind energy resources at 100 m all over China, with
key analysis summarized in Table 1 (Zhu et al. 2020).
According to the technical and economic conditions and
policies, some areas, such as slopes greater than 30%,
bodies of water, urban areas, national and state parks,
and lands reserved for military use, should be excluded.
Some areas cannot be used fully for wind development:
for example, grass can be used up to 80%, shrub 65%,
forest 20%, etc. In the figure of the distribution of exploitable wind resources, all the areas in colour are those that
are available for wind farms, while the areas in white are
not available. Wind distribution with a horizontal resolution of 50 m by 50 m or finer and a time resolution of 1
hour is favourable for resource assessments for a windfarm design. To simulate the proposed wind farm, using

high-fidelity numerical simulation methods coupled with
a mesoscale model and CFD is the most effective and is
focus of current technological developments. In China, a
wind-forecasting method for wind farms has been developed (Ma et al. 2016).
Two wind-resource datasets are available for China: the
long-term averaged high spatial resolution dataset, and
the long-term series high spatial and temporal resolution
data set. The former has a horizontal resolution of 1 km ×
1 km, which represents the climatic average and statistical characteristics of wind resources in 1979-2008, and
can be used to assess national or regional wind-energy
potential and to provide a scientific basis for planning
wind-power development. For example, the analysis results of this dataset of wind-energy resources has been
approved by the National Development and Reform
Commission and the International Energy Agency’s
‘2050 China Wind Power Development Roadmap’, the
IPCC’s8 ‘Renewable Energy and Mitigation of Climate
Change Special Report’, the Chinese Academy of
Engineering and ‘China Energy Medium and Long Term
(2030, 2050) Development Strategy Research’. The

8 International Panel for Climate Change.
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long-term series high spatial and temporal resolution
dataset has a horizontal resolution of 3 km × 3 km and
spatial resolution of 1 hour from 1995 to 2016. It can be
used to start CFD modelling for wind-farm design and
also to provide a database for wind energy enterprises
and related technical advisory bodies. For example, enterprises such as the China State Shipbuilding Corporation Limited, the China Railway Rolling Stock Corporation, GoldWind and so on, have used these data to
provide wind farm siting services to their customers.
Knowledge gaps and outlook
In all the approaches discussed above, efforts are
made to resolve site-specific conditions. Downscaling
to the microscale is both scientifically and technically
challenging (e.g. Veers et al. 2019), despite which it
represents a common, ongoing effort to bridge mesoscale flows with microscale flows. Another factor that
is ceasing to be negligible is the wake effect from
wind parks when estimating the available resources
in an area, which, with normal spacing, can cause a
power reduction of up to 10% in the neighbouring area.
Currently, the most frequently applied and investigated
method is the open-source WRF model, which has two
primary parameterization schemes available: the Fitch
scheme (Fitch et al. 2012) and the EWP scheme (Volker
et al. 2015). Another ongoing research topic is how to
merge the large-scale, farm-scale wake with the smallscale, turbine-scale wake (e.g. Porte-Agel et al. 2019),
which is relevant for the more accurate modelling of
wind resources.

Mapping extreme winds
Development of methodologies and applications
In general
With climate change, an increase has been observed in
the intensity and frequency of some extreme weather
conditions. Extreme weather causes a number of challenges in both the design and operation of wind turbines. Storms are often associated with strong winds,
affecting the turbine’s load and fatigue. The highly
variable flow, with reference to the cut-out speed of, for
example, 25 ms-1 (the speed at which the turbine is shut
down), can cause large fluctuations in power production, which accordingly affects the power integration
system. Here, extreme wind methodology development
is analysed, for example, of fifty-year extreme wind at
hub height, which is a design parameter specified in the
IEC9 standard 61400-1 (IEC 2007), as required for windfarm planning. This parameter needs to be calculated to
find suitable turbines for each farm in order to harvest
the most wind energy while reducing the risk of damage from harsh wind conditions.
The earliest dataset of fifty-year wind was produced in
line with general civil-engineering applications and was

9 International Electrotechnical Commission.
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based on in-situ measurements, such as the European
Wind Load Code (Eurocode 1995). In this code, many
European countries made their own extreme-wind maps
using different approaches (e.g. Miller 2003, Larsén and
Mann 2009). As a result, there is significant discontinuity in extreme wind values at national borders.
The development of methodologies for estimating extreme wind can be sorted into the following categories:
(a) statistical functions for region-specific extreme wind
climates; (b) long-term measurements of pressure; and
(c) numerical modelling approaches.
For category (a), one needs to determine how to combine samples from multiple extreme weather systems,
given the existence of long-term measurements (e.g.
Harris 2001, Kruger et al. 2010). Extreme wind events
range from mid-latitude depression systems and channelling winds to thunderstorms and tropical cyclones.
In the case of category (b), since historically many more
pressure data than wind measurements have been
available, the geostrophic winds can easily be calculated from pressure data over the whole area, which will
then be converted into Eurocode wind (Abild et al. 1992,
Miller 2003). Efforts in category (b) have inspired the
exploration of modelled pressure data in a similar manner, which is an attractive option for locations where
measurements are not available (Frank 2001, Larsén
and Mann 2009).
Unlike wind-resource assessments, estimating the
fifty-year wind requires a significantly longer time
series, which is often not available, causing significant
uncertainties in making estimates (e.g. Larsén et al.
2015). Category (c) thus becomes a very attractive
option. Long-term numerical model data have been
made widely available, with spatial resolutions from
several km to hundreds of km and temporal resolutions
from 1 to 6 hours. However, these modelled data face
a general problem: the numerical smoothing effect
embedded in the simulation, which causes extreme
wind to be systematically underestimated. Several
approaches have been developed to confront this
challenge. One is to increase the spatial and temporal
resolutions to, for example, 2 km and 10 min, which
are in the vicinity of mesoscale modelling and are
associated with high computational costs, given that
decades of simulation must be performed. Larsén et al.
(2013) have developed a method to calculate extreme
wind with a focus solely on severe storms over a long
period, thus reducing the computation by 95%. The
results of the extreme wind atlas are satisfactory in
comparison with measurements. Another approach,
the spectral correction method, aims to fix the missing
wind variability in the coarse-resolution modelled data
over certain frequencies and uses information from the
limited measurements to fill in this missing variability
through the spectral domain (Larsén et al. 2012). In the
absence of measurements, a spectral model derived
from measurements was applied. This method was
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used to create an extreme wind atlas for South Africa
(Larsén and Kruger 2014) and has been implemented in
WEng,10 covering most parts of the globe.
While these methodologies are applicable to both
onshore and offshore conditions, there are special
challenges and advantages in the case of offshore
conditions. The challenges are related to the fact
that ocean waves are a function of wind and that it
is difficult to model this dependence at storm wind
conditions. Whereas the waves have a negligible effect
on average wind structures, their effect is considerable during strong wind conditions. Wind and wave
modelling are often coupled for storms and tropical
cyclones (e.g. Liu et al. 2011, Wu et al. 2015). Larsén
et al. (2019) used a wind-wave coupled system to
draw up an extreme-wind atlas for the waters around
Denmark. In general, there is still the challenge of too
few measurements being available offshore, making it
difficult to validate and improve modelling approaches.
The advantage is that, over certain bodies of water, the
best-track data for tropical cyclones are available. Ott
(2006) used the Holland model and the best-track data
to create a fifty-year wind atlas covering the western
part of the North Pacific Ocean.
In China
Western Pacific typhoon activity in summer and autumn brings not only wind power to China’s coastal
wind farms, but also devastating disasters. Typhoon
monitoring data for the past fifty years suggest that
typhoons generated east of the Philippines and mainly
affecting the southeast coast of China take three active
paths: a westward path, a northwest path and a northward path. The distribution of maximum wind speeds
once every fifty years along the Chinese coast, based
on wind measurements from 205 wind towers taken
during 198 typhoons from 2003 to 2010, shows that
most of the islands and headlands in Zhejiang, Fujian and Guangdong provinces have a maximum wind
speed once every fifty years of 50-55 ms-1. Moreover,
the ratio of the maximum wind speed once every fifty
years to the annual mean wind speed exceeds the
reference value of 5 times the IEC61400-1 standard
and can reach 7-10 times on Hainan Island and the
Xuwen coast of Guangdong. In addition, analysis of
the turbulence characteristics of the coastal near-layer
atmosphere under the influence of 44 tropical cyclones
produces a number of samples near the typhoon’s
centre, with turbulence intensities exceeding the
IEC61400-1 standard when the wind speed is less than
30 ms-1. In order to produce typhoon-resistant wind
turbines, China has organized research on typhoon
wind characteristics and compiled a national standard
for a ‘wind turbine generator system under typhoon
conditions’. The standard uses Western Pacific tropical cyclone data from 1949 to 2010 and observation
data from 205 wind towers on the southeast coast of

10 WAsP Engineering.

China from 2003 to 2010. By analysing the turbulence
characteristics of the coastal near-surface atmosphere
under the influence of 44 tropical cyclones, the design
wind parameters of typhoon-type wind turbines in
IEC61400-1 standard were adjusted.
Knowledge gap and outlook
The calculation of extreme wind is still challenged by
our understanding of flow across multiple scales, particularly in the range of a few kilometres to meters, the
so-called spectral gap region. This limitation is reflected
particularly in complex terrains (e.g. mountainous area,
coastal zones) and challenging weather conditions
such as tropical cyclones and thunderstorms. Thus, it
remains a problem to obtain reliable samples to assess
the extreme wind climate and thereafter the distribution of these conditions when calculations cannot
be achieved with high confidence. At the same time,
whether assessing extreme wind directly or calibrating
and verifying models, measurements are rare, since
measurement systems often experience technical failures during extreme weather. Long-term, good-quality
data are even more difficult to assess.

Non-technical aspects
The physical wind-power potential is defined by the resources analysed in the preceding sections, in particular
the spatial and temporal distribution of (extreme) wind
speeds and power. However, the physical potential of
the power in the wind has certain geographical, technical, economic and social limitations. As far as possible,
these aspects need to be considered in the context of
resource assessments for onshore wind. Only then can
they provide insights that are useful for relevant stakeholders such as researchers, policy-makers and investors with different levels of influence. This section briefly
presents the state of the art in making resource assessments for onshore wind before summarizing the efforts
to take the non-technical constraints into account and
providing a brief summary of the knowledge gap.
State of the art
As outlined above, wind resource data and maps are
only the first step in assessing the suitability of specific
locations for wind-power plants. As well as the wind
speed itself, several other factors influence the fraction
of power in the wind that can realistically be utilized –
these are summarized in Table 1 below. In order to inform
scientific and policy discussions about the possible
contribution and costs of onshore wind, detailed data on
their spatial distribution are required. Many studies have
analysed these potentials and costs based on a combination of detailed geospatial analysis (wind speeds and
land cover), land-suitability criteria and techno-economic
turbine characterizations (e.g. Dalla Longa et al. 2018;
Bosch et al. 2017; McKenna et al. 2015). The results of
these studies are typically employed by researchers to
provide input to energy system models, which explore
the economic viability of wind in competition with other
energy technologies in the context of long-term energy
scenarios (Zeyringer et al. 2018).
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Attempts to consider non-technical constraints
The studies mentioned above have the limitation that
they focus on the technical potential, thereby overlooking many non-technical constraints for onshore wind.
Especially relevant is the issue of public acceptance,
which includes concerns relating to the environmental
impacts, noise, electromagnetic radiation and landscape impacts, the last of these having dominated the
research literature on acceptance thus far. This literature
shows, for example, that residents are more inclined to
accept wind farms if they stand to benefit directly (e.g. as
co-owners). Increasing the offset distance from a wind
farm can also increase acceptance, as can involving local
communities in the development process.
The value of the landscape to different stakeholders is
difficult to measure, so data relating to this question are
rare. Some studies in the field of regional and spatial
planning have employed photographs of different
landscapes, which are evaluated in terms of their aesthetic appeal (beauty of the landscape) by members of
the public. These studies have provided a geospatial
database of landscape beauty, which can be employed
to estimate more realistic or feasible wind potentials.
Examples include a study of the ‘feasible’ wind energy
potential of the Baden-Württemberg region in Germany (Jäger et al. 2016) and more recently with so-called
‘Scenic-or-Not’ data for Britain (McKenna et al. 2020).
In addition, Harper et al. (2019) present a multi-criteria
decision analysis approach that takes into account the
technological, legislative and social constraints in a British context, while Eichhorn et al. (2019) have developed
a sustainability assessment framework for possible
wind sites, including the environmental, social, technical
and economic aspects, and applied it to Germany.
Although evaluations of landscapes provide a basis for
evaluating the landscape, other data sources can be employed to evaluate the cost to the householder or other

consumer of tolerating landscape modifications produced by onshore wind farms. Combining insights about
actually paid compensation with preferences stated in
surveys and preferences revealed by actual property prices allows aggregated ‘acceptance costs’ to be estimated
for Denmark (Hevia-Koch and Jacobsen 2019). These
acceptance costs can be added to previously determined
generation costs to estimate the full cost of acceptance.
Other researchers have employed expert stakeholder
workshops in order to arrive at more meaningful potential estimates for onshore wind. For example, Höltinger
et al. (2016) present a participatory approach with key
stakeholders to consider the effects of socio-political
and market acceptance on the techno-economic potential for wind in Austria.
Knowledge gap and outlook
While progress has been made in accounting for these
non-technical dimensions in making assessments of onshore wind resources, further developments are required.
In particular, these should aim to increase the precision
of these factors in the spatial modelling, as well as to improve the consistency and transferability of assumptions
in the methods employed in different contexts.
Much of the research discussed above employs location-specific data on the actual or perceived ‘value’ of
landscapes. However, financial evaluations of public
acceptance are notoriously uncertain, as well as being
person- and location-specific. At the very least, spatially disaggregated data relating to these preferences
would be required to draw up a complete balance
sheet. These data need to take into account the impact
on communities living in the vicinity of new or existing
wind farms, as well as calculate the economic value of
beautiful landscapes. This would involve taking into
account the number or frequency of ‘sightings’, as well
as the actual value of each sighting as inferred from

Table 1 Overview of different potential definitions and their exemplary policy relevance (adapted from) McKenna et al. (2020).

Defined as…

Affected by, e.g.

Theoretical potential

…the total energy content of wind
globally.

Global climate, surface boundary
layer etc.

Generally irrelevant

Terrain/topography, land use,
slope, elevation, distance to coast
etc.

Generally irrelevant

…the amount of wind energy
Geographical potential across the total area available for
wind turbines
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Energy policy
relevance, e.g.

Potential term

Technical potential

…the electricity that can be generated from wind turbines within
the geographical potential with
a given turbine technology (e.g.
current, future).

Hub height, rotor diameter, power
Wind industry R&D,
density (turbine spacing), specific
innovation and marrotor power, wake effects etc. Also
ket dynamics
planning constraints

Economic potential

…a subset of the technical potential that can be realized economically.

Investment and O&M costs of
turbines, subsidies

Energy-political
frameworks

Feasible potential

…reflecting non-technical constraints.

Manufacturing capacity, public
acceptance

Public acceptance,
market barriers, inertia
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its scenic beauty. Exploring the links between landscape beauty and other variables is another potentially
promising research area. For example, there is a strong
statistical correlation between the outcome of planning
applications for onshore wind parks and the scenic
qualities of the location (McKenna et al. 2020).
One starting point for extending these approaches to
other contexts could be to identify similarities and differences between acceptance and planning procedures
elsewhere (Suskevics et al. 2019). Either a set of images
of the environment taken at eye-level is needed, or a
relationship between scenic quality and land-use categories (Stadler et al. 2011) or other landscape metrics. For
the former, scenic ratings of the images could then be
crowd-sourced like for Scenic-Or-Not or estimated using
computer vision approaches (Seresinhe et al. 2017). Further crowd-sourced ratings or deep-learning estimates
would make it possible to increase data granularity
above one photograph per 1 km2. Ratings for further photographs would also help ensure that views in different
directions were taken into account for each area. This
framework could also be enhanced to take into account
the size and type of turbine installed, introduce a setback
distance to significantly increase acceptance (Betakova et al. 2015) or take into account the experience that
local communities already have with wind energy (Van
der Horst 2007). It could also include estimates of the
potential impact of changes to landscape aesthetics
on happiness and health, building on the modelling
reported by Seresinhe et al. (2019) to help policy-makers
understand the range of trade-offs at play.

Summary
This chapter has provided a review of both the technical and non-technical aspects of assessing wind
resources and the technical aspects of estimating
extreme wind. The overall development of methodologies and applications has been described, with
a particular focus on China. Significant progress on
these topics has been achieved in recent decades
as a result of scientific discoveries, computational capacities, technical skills, market demand and
international collaboration. Regarding the technical
aspect, there are still limitations in our knowledge and
challenges in our ability to calculate more accurately;
the knowledge gap lies particularly in describing flow
across scales, including improving the synoptic field
through, for example, data assimilation and improving
the downscaling from the mesoscale to the microscale, particularly for challenging terrain and surface
conditions. In estimating extreme wind, continuous
efforts are required to improve not only statistical
approaches but also the physical aspects, such as
modelling extreme weather, like tropical cyclones
and thunderstorms. Much of the research discussed
here accounting for the non-technical dimensions in
making resource assessments for onshore wind employs location-specific data on the actual or perceived
‘value’ of landscapes. As a result, transferring these
methods to other contexts relies on relevant spatially
disaggregated data. These data need to reflect the
impact of new or existing wind farms on communities
living in their vicinity, as well as to consider the economic value of beautiful landscapes.
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